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1502 RUBY TORO

AESTHETICS

CONSTRUCTION

FLAVOR AND
STRENGTH

GENERAL
COMMENTS

87

PANELIST #3
Dark box-pressed beauty. No veins.
Flawless.

Draw has ideal amount of resistance,
allowing the cigar to burn cool and
slow. Ash holds firm for over an inch.

Nice construction. Perfect cap. Great
draw with light gray ash.

Well-balanced and firm. Good draw
but burn is erratic and uneven. Soft
spots appear while smoking.

Milk chocolate, earth and pepper
dominates this medium-bodied cigar.
Cedar, coffee, and vanilla also appear.

Full flavored with a nice pleasant tickle
on the back of the throat, letting you
know it lingers and delivers the punch.

Mild and not very flavorful. Mostly floral, with notes of earthiness.

Right in my wheelhouse. Solid construction with dessert flavors. Winner.

Full-flavored cigar. Built to a nice
strong finish without being offensive in
flavor or aroma. Will buy a box.

Very promising aesthetics resulted in a
bit of a disappointing experience. I recommend this as an early day cigar.

92 excellent

92 excellent

88 very good

PANELIST #1

PANELIST #2

PANELIST #3

Silky smooth wrapper leaves an oily
feel on the fingers. Well rolled.

Well rolled, midly veined. Medium
brown color with mild aroma.

Delicious looking robusto. Beautiful
wrapper. Smooth.

Great burn and draw on this cigar
when smoked at a slower pace.

Consistent feel throughout with no
soft spots. Light gray ash holds solid
til flipped.

Cuban-style cap. Great feel, with no
soft spots. Firm. Superior draw, burn
is okay.

FLAVOR AND
STRENGTH

This medium-bodied cigar delivered
concentrated flavors of leather, cinnamon and dark roast coffee.

Mild flavor. Did not really build in
intensity. Pleasant aroma with a hint of
toasted coffee.

Mild and tangy with chestnut notes.
Grew acidic and a tad bitter.

GENERAL
COMMENTS

Great size cigar that delivered consistent flavors of leather, cinnamon and
dark coffee throughout.

Nice afternoon smoke, able to be
enjoyed around nonsmokers because
its aroma is not overpowering.

An enjoyable smoke, acidity notwithstanding. Enjoy after a light repast,
maybe with a port or sherry.

89 very good

83 good

89 very good

CONSTRUCTION

ORIGIN
Nicaragua
MAKER
Global Premium Cigars
FILLER
Nicaragua
BINDER
Nicaragua
WRAPPER
Ecuador
SIZE
6 x 50
PRICE
$8.50

ORIGIN
USA
MAKER
Cornelius & Anthony
FILLER
Nicaragua
BINDER
Ecuador
WRAPPER
Ecuador
SIZE
5 x 50
PRICE
$13.50

LA GALERA CONNECTICUT PEGADOR CORONA GORDA

AESTHETICS

CONSTRUCTION

FLAVOR AND
STRENGTH

GENERAL
COMMENTS

87

PANELIST #2
Oily brown leather wrapper, with hints
of coffee aroma. Perfect box press.

CORNELIUS ROBUSTO

AESTHETICS

86

PANELIST #1
Box press has a partially covered foot,
and smooth, dark chocolate wrapper.

PANELIST #1

PANELIST #2

PANELIST #3

Smooth Connecticut shade wrapper
with a double cap. Evenly packed.

Well-rolled cigar. Lightly veined and
light brown in color. Sharp looking.

Connecticut shade, dry smooth corona extra.

This cigar had an ideal draw and even
burn, with a flaky ash that holds an
inch.

Evenly balanced in the hand.
Consistent feel with no soft spots. Cap
solidly and evenly placed.

Light and firm. Fine draw and excellent
burn. Great roll.

This cigar had a musty flavor with
mushroom, cardboard and pencil lead.
Very mild in flavor and strength.

Mild aroma and flavor, what I expected
without even having to take a pull.
Nice afternoon smoke.

Medium-bodied. Earthy with notes of
hazelnut and coffee.

A very mild cigar with good construction, but little in the flavor depth.

Well-constructed smoke. Perfect for
the golf course and the front nine.

Loved this stick. Flavorful and satisfying!

SIZE
6 x 46

84 good

85 good

90 very good

PRICE
$4.75

ORIGIN
Dominican Republic
MAKER
Tabalera Palma
FILLER
Dominican Republic
BINDER
Dominican Republic
WRAPPER
Ecuador

PSYKO SEVEN CONNECTICUT ROBUSTO

AESTHETICS

CONSTRUCTION

FLAVOR AND
STRENGTH

GENERAL
COMMENTS

PANELIST #1

PANELIST #2

PANELIST #3

This cigar has a caramel wrapper with
few veins. Spongy soft foot.

Nice looking medium-sized corona.
Looks a little light for my taste.

Smooth and a tad oily toro. Corojo
shade with a few veins.

This stick has a great draw and even
burn, with plentiful smoke output.

Well balanced and constructed, light
tan wrapper does not lead much to
the imagination as to flavor profile.

Very pleasant pre-light aroma. Firm feel.
Cuban cap. Superior draw and burn.

First puff exhibits a blast of pepper,
but quickly settles to a buttery smooth
smoke with cedar and almond tones.

It was a nice smoke. My wife thoroughly enjoyed it after I could no longer; way too light for my taste.

Mild. Haylike and sadly grew somewhat
bitter and acidic. Not enough to put it
aside, but a damper on pleasure.

Easily recommend for fans of mild
cigars. Solid flavors and great construction.

Nice smoke, just way to lacking in flavor and strength for me.

Nothing special. Not a bad smoke. Great
construction. Golf course stick.

SIZE
5 x 50

88 very good

85 good

88 very good

PRICE
$7.74
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ORIGIN
Dominican Republic
MAKER
Ventura Cigar Co.
FILLER
Undisclosed
BINDER
Dominican Republic
WRAPPER
Ecuador

